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We can provide a response to all (6) topics listed and of concern posted for the RFI posted
by the OSTP:

With a high degree and level of confidence, ALL developed AI-based, biometric technologies
- currently in use and under developed, have a single common denominator. 

ALL (current & future) AI-based biometric technologies provide an individual and or group
human-coding/programming genesis of creation and attribution to a single and or group of
biological human author(s), coder(s) and or programmer(s)/ AI-engineer(s). Attribution can be
linked - similar to patent filings; to a single source code/programmer/AI-Engineer or group of
AI engineers and coders, who can be identified as the developer(s) of ALL AI-based biometric
technologies (current & future).

Should current and future ethical, moral, legal, regulatory, procedural and protocol guidelines
of concern develop and or made known to be in violation of current individual rights under
federal rules of regulation of ALL AI-based technologies, which address the (6) listed topics
for the RFI posted by the OSTP discussed herein, then the OSTP has the sole legal and
regulatory authority to petition a Senate or Congressional investigative inquiry to interview
ALL authors, coders, programmers and AI engineers that are listed, as the genesis creators of
the AI-based technologies under investigation and scrutiny for federal regulatory compliance
and potential violation of ethical, moral, legal, regulatory, procedural and policy conflicts of
interest and or bias, prejudice discovered through official parliamentary Q&A sessions of the
human creators of the AI-based technologies in question.

Conclusion, hardware machines are not and can not be manufactured, engineered and
programmed to exhibit ethnic, racial, socio-economic, religious affiliation bias, prejudice and
discrimination - which would be viewed as violation of US Constitutional Amendments and
Articles.

ALL computing software finds its creation genesis from a single or group of human computer
scientist, software coders, developers and systems engineers. It is the human creator who
generates the coding and programming biases, prejudices and discriminatory social factors or
variables - converted to mathematical stochastic equations and algorithms, which produce the
AI technologies that reveal a clandestine cyber capability providing human anonymity for its
creators, developers and engineers.

Potential Mitigating Solution

Implementation of embedded software coding directives, which would act as a diagnostic
toolkit, capable of detecting potentially biased, prejudicial and or discriminatory coding and
programming syntax analysis - i.e. source code review SDK; before the AI technology product
can be marketed, advertised and or sold to any potential customer or client for public use and
consumption. In addition, the human coders, developers and AI engineers could also be
mandated to undergo screening prior to and post AI technology production and deployment
for public and or general use.
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We developed AI/DL technology - SILIS (Super-Intelligence Learning Information System).
SILIS was created and developed to enhance human enduser intelligence, through real-time,
human enduser terminal activity and usage. Machine super intelligence is not and will not be a
viable strategic initiative worth short or long term investment. However, high performance
engineered, computing systems can be developed to allow the machine to expand and elevate
the cognitive learning capability of its human terminal endusers - producing an generally,
acceptable level of quasi-technological singularity within a decade or two.

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert Bass
Founder/Director of Cyber Intelligence and AI/DL
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